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ON ORDERS IN A CLASS OF QF-3 RINGS

Wl,JlA'-: LEE A:-;n JAE KWL PARK

1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we assume that every ring has an identity 17"-0, and every

module is unitary unless mentioned otherwise. Let M R (resp. RM) denote the right (resp.
left) R-module, and ER(M) the injective hull [3J of M. An over-ring Q of R is called
a (right) classical quotient ring of R if and only if (1) every regular element of R has
a two-sided inverse in Q, (2) every element of Q has the form ab- l where a in R, b
(*0) regular in R. In this case the subring R is called a (right) order in Q. Left
classical quotient ring and left order are defined in a similar fashion.

A ring R is called right QF-3 provided that R has a minimal faithful right R-module
'5, p. 1105J, i.e., a faithful right R-module which is isomorphic to a direct summand of
every faithful right R-module.

It is well known that if R is right Artinian, the following are equivalent [5J:
(1) R has a minimal faithful module M.
(2) R has a faithful, projective, injective right ideal (which is isomorphic to M).
(3) ER (R) is projective.

But recently the above QF-3 rings were classified by H. Tachikawa [9, p. 225J as follows:
(l) R is called right QF--3 if R has a direct summand eR (e is an idempotent of R)

which is a faithful, injective right ideal.
(2) R is called right QF-3+ if the injective hull E(R) is projective.
(3) R is called right QF-3' if the injective hull E (R) of RR is torsionless in the sense

of H. Bass [1, p. 476J and T. Kato [7, Section 1].
The class of right QF-3' rings is the most general of the above [9J, and the notions
of QF-3+ and QF-3' rings are first suggested by Wu, Mochizuki and lans [12J
Kato [n

C. Vinsonhaler [11, Theorem 6J has investigated orders in Artinian QF--3 rings. The
main results of this paper are concerned with characterizations of orders in the three
classes of QF-3 rings, and relations between orders and QF-3 over-rings. In Section 2,
the necessary and sufficient conditions of rings whose quotient rings to be QF-3' and
QF-3+ rings will be investigated, in Section 3 the necessary and sufficient conditions
that a ring to be embedded in a QF-3 ring as a right order and in a QF-3' ring as a
right order wiII be investigated.

2. QF-3 quotient rings

Let M be an R-module and N be a submodule of AI. M is called a rational extension
[4,p.58J of N in case I(N)=O implies 1=0 for 1 in HomR(L,M), where L is any
svbwodule of M containing N. An over-ring Q of R is said to be a right quotient ring
of R if OR is a rational extension of RR' In [10J Utumi has defined an extension ring
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Q of R to be a right quotient ring of R if and only if for any a, b(=I=O) in Q, there
is r in R such that ar is in R and br=l=o. But Faith [4, p. 58 J has shown that the
above two definitions about quotient ring are equivalent.

LEMMA 1. Let Q be a rigla quotient ring of R and M be a rigla R-module. Then
Home(M, Q) = HOlDQ(M, Q).

Proof. Clearly, HomR(M, Q) contains HomQ(M, Q). Conversely, for any f in
HomR(M, Q). let tp(q)=f('fitoq)-f(mo)q for some mo in M and for any q in Q. Then
it is a routine verification to show that tpEHomR(Q, Q) and rp(R) =0. By assumption,
since QR is a rational extension of RR' tp=O, i.e., this means f(mot/) - f(mo) q=O for
all qEQ. Therefore f is a Q-homomorphism from M to Q. Thus the proof is completed.

H. Tachikawa [9, Proposition 1.IJ has shown that each class of QF-g rings classi
fied is closed under taking quotient rings. that is, a right quotient ring of QF-3, QF-g+
and QF-;! ring is QE-3, QF-g... and QF-;! ring respectively. But does the converses
hold? If not, possibly under what conditions? A partial answer to this question is given
as follows.

PROpOSITION 2. Let Q be a rigla quotient ring of R. Then Q is Q F-g'if and only
if for any r in R, there exists fin Homg(E(R).Q) S1«k that f(r) =1=0.

Proof. We shall complete the sufficiency by showing that E(Q) is Q-torsionless, i.e.,
Ior any q(=I=O) in E(Q), there e:rists f in HOID.Q(E(Q), Q) such that f(q) =1=0. We pick
out q(=I=O) in E(Q), then qR has a non-zero intersection with R by the equality of
E(Q) and E(R). Then we can select a non-zero element ro=qrERnqR. By assump
tion, there exists fin Home(E(R).Q) such that O=l=f(ro)=f(qr)=f(q)r. And by
Lemma 1. this f can be considered as a Q-homomorphimn from E(Q) to Q. Conversely,
suppose Q is QF-;!. Then E(Q) is Q-torsionIess. Thus the necessity is satisfied by
Lemma 1.

REMARK 3. The condition
CA) for any r in R, there exists fin Homg(E(R) , Q) such that f(r) =1=0

is strictly weaker than the following condition, (for example the integer ring Z)
(B) R is QF-3', i.e., E(R) is R-torsionless.

The above Proposition 2 shows that condition (A) implies QF-3' ness of Q. This is a
kind of converse of Tachikawa's [" Proposition 1.1J.

Dual Basis Lemma. [2, W, Proposition 3.1J A rigla R-module P is projective if
and only if there exists subsets {a.} of P and If;} of HomR(P, R) such that for each
aEP,f;(a) =0 for almost all i, and a='DJ,;f.(a).

From this Lemma, we obtain the following.

PROPOSITION 4. A necessary and m.ffieient CfJ1Uiitilm that a fJ.1UJlient ring Q of R to be
QF-g+ and E(Q) is Q-torsionfree is that R Slltisfies the following conditions;

(1) there exists subsets {a;} of E(R) and If;} of HomR(E(R), Q) meh that for each
eER, fi(e) =0 for almost all i, and e="'Ea;f;(e).

(2) R has a R-torsionfree injective krJl.

Proof. Straightforward.
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3. Orders in QF-3 rings

To begin with, the following definitions shall be introduced.

DEFINITION 5. [6, Definition 4J If M is an R-module, let

T(M)={mEMI there exists b regular in R such that mb=O}.

DEFINITION 6. [11, Definition, p.84J An R-module M is called regular dit'isible
provided T(M) =0, and the equation xb=m has a solution x for all m in M, b regular
in R.

We shall use the method of Vinsonhaler [l1J whish is an extension of the method by
lans [6J for developing quotient rings. Let qJ be the collection of all R-modules M such
that Rr;;;;Mr;;;;E(R), and T(M/R) =M/R. Then qJ contains RR and hence is non~pty.
Since (qJ, r;;;;) is inductive, there is a maximal element in qJ by Zorn's Lemma. In this
case the sum of any two elements of qJ is again in qJ, so the maximal element is unique
and C. Vinsonhaler [l1J has denoted this by V (R).

The following theorem is a generalization of Park's result [8, Theorem 3J and a
modification of Vinsonhaler's result rn, Theorem 5J.

THEOREM 7. We can give a ring structure on VCR) having R as a subring.

Proof. First we have HomR (V (R) IR, V (R» '=0. Suppose that HomR (V (R) / R, V (R»
*0, then we can choose f in HomR (V (R) I R, V (R», Im (f) 4=0. Since Rr;;;;V (R) r;;;;
E(R) and E(R) is an essential extension of RR' there is c in VCR) such that a=fee)
EIm(f)nR, where C=C+RE V (R)/R. Then wehavearegularh(4=O) inR, eh=cb+
R=O by definition of VCR). In this case, 0= f(cb) ~cf(e)b=ab, a contradiction. Now
the exact sequence

O--Jo. R--Jo.V (R) --- CJ>V (R) IR---- -'J>O

induces the following exact sequence

O--Jo.HomR(V, V)-l>HOmR(R, V) --'J>O

And applying Park's result [8, Theorem 3], we can give a ring structure on V (R)
having R as a subring.

REMARK 8. By the above theorem, V (R) can be made into a (right) classical quotient
ring of R if V (R) is regular divisible R-module.

THEORE!\! 9. .4 necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R can be imbedde4 in a
QF-3 ring as a (right) order is that R satisfies the following conditions; ""-

Cl) VCR) is regular divisible.
(2) there exists an R-injective faithful submodule of V (R).

Proof. Suppose R satisfies the given conditions Cl) and (2). Then V (R) is a (right)
classical quotient ring of R by Theorem 7 and Remark & And since an R-injective
faithful submodule of U (R) is also V (R) -injective faithful by the process of proof in a
Tachikawa's result [9, Proposition 1.2J, VCR) is a QF-3 ring which has a subring R
as a (right) order. Conversely, let R be a (right) order in a QF-3 ring Q. Then it is
easily verified that V (R) =Q by the maximality of U (R). Since Q is a (right) classical
quotient ring of R, Q=U (R) satisfies the condition Cl). And Q=V(R) satisfies (2) by
the assumption. Thus the proof is completed.
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The above theorem is a modification of the result of Vinsonhaler ell, Theorem 6J
without assumption of minimum condition.

THEOREM 10. A necessary and su.flU;ient condition tlult a ring R to be a (right) order
in a QF-3' ring is that R satisfies the following conditions;

(1) U(R) is regular divisible.
(2) for any r in R. tnere is an element f in HomR (E (R), U (R» suck that f(r) =1=0.

Proof. The above theorem follows from Proposition 2 and Theorem. 9.
Similarly we get easily the following theorem from Proposition 4 and Theorem 10.

THEOREM 11. A necessary and su.flU;ient condition that a (right) classit:al quotient ring
Q of R to be QF-3 f and E(Q) is Q-torsi01zfree is that R satisfies the follO'U'ing
conditions;

(1) there exists subsets {a.l of E(R) and It.l of HOIDR (E(R), Q) such that for each
c in R. fi(c) =0 for alm.ost all i, and C--=UJi(C).

(2) R Iuls a torsionfree injeetive 1uJ1.
(3) U(R) is regular divisible.

REMARK 12. The authors were not able to establish a condition that a ring R to be
imbedded as a right order in a QF-3+ ring Q.
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